ON THE ROAD TO THE HYPERVERSE
Woke as Substance for a Practice of Co-Evolution
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

You describe the Hyperverse as a new way leading us to a better
society. And you emphasize that this path will force us humans to
transform quite drastically. My first question is: What are the decisive
factors of this transformation? This is a topic I would like to explore in
more depth.

Keno:

This transformation is what I describe as
the Great-Quake
…that will confront all of us with the following challenges.
1. This transformation is what I describe as the Great-Quake ... that will
confront all of us with the following challenges:
We use our Consciousness...
that is, our Mind...
in a dominating
and hierarchizing manner.
We dominate NATURE
through our STE system
(Science, Technology and Economy).
2. For this "suppressive co-existence" we have consistently
programmed our official and public Consciousness...through our
system that we call "culture"... to linking truth (= cognition) and order
(= power):
We use our Consciousness
for the Creation of those truths
that maintain and permanently develop
this "suppressive co-existence"
(= Evolution of our own Evolution).
3. This scheme, supported and promoted by the society, which we use
for the Evolution of our Evolution, reads:
The Better originates
through the Wisdom of Differentiations
(= Innovation / Diversity).
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4. As Humanity, we have been tremendously successful with this
stratification of Innovation, especially in the 19th and 20th centuries:
 The combination of creative intelligence and
culture has greatly enhanced and accelerated
our own Evolution.
 The domination concept has thus become the
engine of our progress.
5. In this worldly progress, however, is also the basic scheme of
Creation (the Essence) inherent, which consists of Interaction,
Differentiation and Unification. (Thesis of H. Pietschmann). This
means:
 The better our own Evolution of Evolution works,
the more our human Spirit integrates into the
basic scheme (Essence) of Creation.
 This leads to the paradoxical situation that we
accomplish evident worldly progress, while at
the same time we more and more marginalize
the Essence of Creation.
6. We marginalize the Essence of Creation by projecting our concept of
domination (which we experience as "successful") onto how we deal
with Creation:
We try to impose our
Concept of Domination on CREATION.
7. Creation, however, demands the simultaneity of Differentiation and
Unification. The more we force Creation to act as co-creator of our
progress strategies and our domination concepts, the less help and
support we get from Creation.
Franck:

So, you claim that Creation no longer wants to support our progress
game, which has been so successful so far. Is that your statement?

Keno:

Yes. The more Evolutionary Fitness we develop as Humanity, the more
intensely the human Spirit merges into the Essence of Creation.

Franck:

Well, yes, I understood that. But why is Creation blocking now?

Keno:

Because we as human beings are "the children of Creation." So, we as
Humanity are the living representatives of
Differentiation
and Unification.
However, we only stratify Differentiation ... that is, the combination of
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Freedom and Innovation ... which is also the cultural basis of our
creativity.
So, we connect the Creation aspect of Differentiation with our
domination concept. This contradicts the Essence of Creation. That's
why Creation blocks ... the more we spiritually integrate into the Essence
of Creation, the less help we get from Creation. This is our fundamental
problem:
We lack the
Factor of Unification.
Franck:

Wait, wait. In our culture we cultivate the concepts of love, closeness,
empathy, community ... so we practice ... and we practice daily ...
everything that has to do with Unification and We-ness.

Keno:

Yes, we have made the whole complex of Unification a private matter
and thus a mixture of comfort and longing.
But if you look closely, you'll see that the strategy we use is:
Anything that has to do
with Unification is not used
as a tool for Evolution.
So, we believe that interfusion, Inclusion and We-ness should play out
on secondary courts. They are not wanted on the main playing field of
our Evolution. Since they disturb the efficiency of our concept of
domination. This is our belief-concept, which connects the Cartesian
duality (subject-object-separation) with our domination-concept. The
motto we follow is:
The more objectively we can see the world,
the more intelligent our
actions in the world will become.

Franck:

So, for you, the subjective ...

Keno:

... thus, the Intrinsic ...

Franck:

... become an important effect factor when it comes to progress, future
and Evolution. Correct?

Keno:

Yes. What we have to consider is this:
 The more we have to generate the betterment of
our present world (reality) by the improvement of
our distant futures (= future 2 / 3), the more we
need the Participation and Cooperation of Creation
(= Co-Evolution).
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 Future 2 / 3 is that zone where the Now-ofCreation (Nagual) is waiting for us.
 So, if we want to practice Co-Evolution, we need
the Now-of-Creation. But since this Creation
consists of the interaction of Differentiation and
Unification, we will be forced to make our
Consciousness as identical as possible with the
Essence of Creation. As a sketch:
our upcoming
Consciousness

Differentiation

Unification

Innovation

We-ness

The
Extrinsic

The
Intrinsic

So far, we have only developed a worldly intrinsic. This mainly consists
of a mixture of more or less negative feelings (conflicts / stress) and
relieving longings or mental compensation actions.
A Nagual- ... thus Creation-bound ... Intrinsic does not exist at present
yet.
Franck:

What would such a Nagual-Intrinsic be then?

Keno:

It would be an interaction of a Nagual-Identity and Nagual Mind-Cards.
The fact that in the last years, "Identity" has become so important ...
partly linked with "Authenticity" ... shows that the youth (especially the
Teenagers) is already on the way to a Nagual-Intrinsic.

Franck:

What about the Nagual Mind-Cards? Is something happening there?

Keno:

Yes, enormously:
All initiatives that belong
to the spectrum of Woke
are precursors for the coming
Mind-Carting that will instrumentalize
the Factor of We-ness (Inclusion)
in such a way that it can become
productive for our Evolution.
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Franck:

We-ness will be integrated into the domination concept? Is it meant to
be?

Keno:

No, absolutely not. On the contrary, We-ness will begin to break the link
between domination and the power of knowing better ... not immediately,
but successively. My prediction on this is:
As the values of the Woke-Pioneers
become more and more integrated
into the Hyperverse, the "Unification" factor
will begin to dissolve the dominance of
the "Domination" factor.
We will get a Society-of-Creation
because this kind of "Society" is
the ideal foundation
for the practice of Co-Evolution.

Franck:

Now, if I interpret this correctly, you are assuming that we are becoming
more and more aware that our concept of domination is harmful to us ...

Keno:

... yes, that is what is coming:
We no longer interpret the
many crises we have as
an intellectual failure,
but as a growing suffering
from too little We-ness.

Franck:

Okay, so more We-ness. More Unification and Interfusion. So basically,
the operationalization of Love in favor of better Evolution.

Keno:

Yes, well formulated:
We-ness will become
the raw material that
enables us to become better.
In order for this to happen, however, we should free the factor of
Differentiation, which is also part of the Essence of Creation.
So far, Differentiation and Innovation have been linked to "Freedom" in a
one-sided manner. What we have to organize now is
the Liberation of Freedom
from the Concept of Domination.
The many Woke initiatives are ultimately geared towards this goal:
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The Freedom for
Differentiation (Diversity)
unites with
the Power of
of Unification (Inclusion)

The
Core
of Woke

All in all: the improvement of our Future-Intelligence and the qualification
of our Concepts of Progress will be shaped by the following factors:
 We need the functional extension of Mark
Zuckerberg's Metaverse by integrating Metabliss.
 The resulting new
Hyperverse
will enable teens to develop an expanded I.
 Likewise, it will enable Young-Adults and WokePioneers to shape the Core of Woke into the MindCards that we will need as a Society to
 develop
a better
Future-Intelligence
 develop
an Inclusive-Fitness
 develop
a better
"Spirit of Democracy"
For the development
of a Practice for Co-Evolution,
we need the Hyperverse.
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